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Oxford University Press. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Project X Code: Wild The
Thunderbolt, Tony Bradman, Jan Burchett, Sara Vogler, Marilyn Joyce, Jon Stuart, Project X CODE
is a book-by-book series built for SEN and struggling readers aged 6-11. Welcome to Micro World,
invented by Macro Marvel - an amazing theme park where you have to shrink to get in! Disaster
strikes when CODE, the computer that controls the park and the robots inside, goes wrong and
wants to shrink the world. Team X and Mini Marvel have a new mission - to battle the BITEs, collect
the CODE keys, rescue Macro Marvel, stop CODE, and save the world! Each book contains 2 texts:
Text 1 is 100% decodable to build reading confidence, and Text 2 is at least 80% decodable including
the same target phonemes and Tricky words but with more varied vocabulary to develop
comprehension and motivate struggling readers. Join Team X in the Dragon Quest zone. Tiger
fights a dragon in Dragon Clash! Max, Ant and Mini get a shock in The Hunt and Tiger trains a
dragon in Dragon Training. Ant thinks he has found the CODE key in Into the Cave, but the DragonBITE...
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Reviews
I actually started off reading this ebook. It can be full of knowledge and wisdom I discovered this pdf from my i and dad suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Ma r ilyne Ha a g
Very helpful to any or all category of men and women. It is definitely simplified but unexpected situations within the 50 % of your publication. I am very
easily could possibly get a pleasure of reading a composed ebook.
-- Dr . Ther ese Ha r tma nn Sr .
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